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The controlled-valence properties of La& „Sr„Fe03and La& „Sr„Mn03are studied by means of soft-
x-ray absorption spectroscopy. A comparison between the transition-metal 2p spectra and atomic-
multiplet calculations is used to determine the 3d count. The 0 1s spectrum is used to characterize
changes in unoccupied states that contain oxygen p character. The results indicate that the holes in-

duced by substitution for both series are located in states of mixed metal 3d-oxygen 2p character. The
ground state of LaFe03 is mainly 3d' and becomes 3d'L (where L denotes a ligand hole) in the

Lal „Sr„Fe03series for low Sr concentration. The main component of the ground state of LaMn03 is

3d and becomes a mixture of 3d' and 3d L in the Lal „Sr„Mn03series. The trends in controlled-
valence properties of similar oxides across the transition-metal series can be rationalized within the
framework of the Zaanen-Sawatzky-Allen model.

I. INTRODUCTION

Controlled-valence materials like La, „Sr„MO3
(where M is a first-row transition metal) show very in-

teresting changes in their physical and chemical proper-
ties as a function of composition. ' It was generally as-
sumed that replacement of La +

by Sr + in these materi-
als would lead to changes in the 3d electronic
configuration, thereby providing a means to control the
valency of the transition-metal ions. This assumption
was based implicitly on the idea that oxygen is strongly
electronegative and, by comparison, the 3d electrons can
be easily ionized. However, such a model is naive and
can even give rise to wrong predictions for the late
transition-metal oxides. This failure as mell as the gen-
eral interest in these materials justify a more detailed in-
vestigation of electronic-structure changes as a function
of substitution.

One of the main questions to be answered is which
valency is being controlled? To answer this question,

soft-x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is an ideal tool
due to its site- and symmetry-selective character. This
potential has been illustrated by numerous XAS and the
related electron-energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) studies
of high-T, superconductors (see, e.g., Ref. 6). It was
shown recently that the extra charges induced by substi-
tution in early-transition-metal oxides go to states of pri-
marily transition-metal 3d character. This behavior
contrasts strongly with that found in most late-
transition-metal oxides, where the holes induced by dop-
ing go to states which have predominantly 0 2p charac-
ter. ' Intermediate controlled-valence materials, with
transition metal in the middle of the row, are expected to
re6ect the crossover, and even intermediate situations can
be envisaged, where the extra charges go to states of
mixed transition-metal 3d —oxygen 2p character. The
purpose of this paper is to explore the behavior of inter-
mediate La, „SrFe03 and La, Sr„Mn03by means of
high-resolution 0 ls and M 2p x-ray absorption spectros-
copy.
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The information provided by the oxygen 1s and the
transition-metal 2p x-ray absorption spectra is comple-
mentary and well suited to answer the above question.
The most intense structure in the transition-metal 2p
spectra corresponds to transitions of the form 2p ~3d, as
dictated by the dipole selection rule. Transitions of the
form 2p~4s, although much weaker, are also allowed
and contribute, in part, to the relatively smooth back-
ground observed at higher energies. The 2p —+3d spectra
are dominated by strong multiplet effects due to Coulomb
and exchange interactions between the 2p core hole and
the 3d electrons in the final states, which are large as
compared to the dispersion of the 3d bands in these ma-
terials. The peak shapes and chemical shifts are very sen-
sitive to the 3d ground-state configuration as well as the
crystal-field interactions, and can be used to determine
the 3d occupancy of the transition-metal ions. "

On the other hand, the 0 1s spectra correspond to
transitions to unoccupied oxygen p character. The mere
existence of such transitions illustrates the partially co-
valent nature of the bonding in these compounds. ' Mul-
tiplet effects are less important here and the spectra are
usually interpreted on the basis of partial density-of-
states (DOS) calculations. The 0 ls spectra map mainly
the unoccupied electronic structure at the metal sites,
since the 0 2p character is hybridized with metal states,
forming empty bands of predominantly metal weight
above the Fermi level. This approach was illustrated by
Grioni et al. ' for the 0 1s spectra of CuO.

A11 the compounds studied here' have slightly de-
formed perovskite structures, where the crystal fields at
the transition-metal sites have approximately octahedral
symmetry. LaFe03 is an antiferromagnetic insulator
( T~ =750 K), whereas antiferromagnetic SrFe03
(T& =130 K) has a temperature-independent resistivity.
I.aMn03 is an antiferromagnetic insulator (T~=100 K)
exhibiting a cooperative Jahn-Teller distortion that re-
moves the degeneracy of the eg levels by lowering the to-
tal electronic energy. LaMn03 undergoes also a phase
transition at T, =875 K from a distorted rhombohedral
symmetry to an orthorhombic structure. For certain in-
termediate compositions, La& „Sr,Mn03 is a ferromag-
netic metal, but SrMn03, the other end member of the
series, is again characterized as an antiferromagnetic in-
sulator.

were calibrated via the known peak positions of Ti02 and
CuO.

The La, Sr Fe03 samples were prepared by mixing
together appropriate molar amounts of La203 S1CO3,
and a-Fe203. The mixtures were ground and calcined
several times and were shaped into rods. They were melt-
ed, except for SrFe03, in a Aoating-zone furnace under
oxygen atmosphere. Finally, they were annealed at
1000'C under pressure. The La, Sr, Mn03 samples
were prepared using a similar procedure. X-ray
diffraction showed that the samples were single phase. In
order to avoid possible oxygen loss during the baking
procedure of the experimental chamber, the samples were
introduced just for the measurements by means of a fast-
entry-lock system. In addition, all samples were scraped
in situ with a diamond file to remove surface contamina-
tions. All spectra were taken several times, whereby
different parts of the samples were illuminated in order to
ensure reproducibility and consistency.

III. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

A. Fe 2p spectra of La& „Sr„Fe03
The Fe 2p x-ray absorption spectra of La& Sr„Fe03

for difFerent Sr concentrations are shown in Fig. 1. As
throughout this paper, the spectra have been normalized
to equal maximum peak heights. The spectra consist of
two multiplets, which are separated, to a first approxima-
tion, by the spin-orbit splitting of the Fe 2p core hole.
The spectra can be simulated by calculating the projec-
tion of the atomic multiplets in octahedral symmetry, as
shown by de Groot et al. " Such calculation cannot pre-
dict absolute energy positions of the multiplets, since it
does not properly take into account relaxation and
screening effects. In the present case, the absolute energy

La~ „Sr„Fe03Fe 2p

[Sr3

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The measurements were carried out at the Ber1iner
Elektronen Speicher ring-Gesellschaft fur Synchrotron-
strahlung (BESSY) using the SX700/II monochromator
of the Freie Universitat Berlin. ' The energy resolution
b,E (full width at half maximum) was approximately 200
meV at the 0 ls edge ( —530 eV), 280 meV at the Mn 2p
edge (-640 eV) and 320 meV at the Fe 2p edge (-700
eV). All the spectra were collected in the total-electron-
yield mode in a vacuum of better than 5X10 ' Torr.
The spectra were divided by the yield of a clean Pt sam-
ple in order to take possible variations in the throughput
of the monochromator into account. The energy scales
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FIG. 1. Fe 2p x-ray absorption spectra of Lal Sr„Fe03for
various Sr concentrations. The vertical arrows indicate the ap-
pearance of a different component for high Sr contents.
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scales of the calculated spectra were off by 2—3 eV, so
that the multiplets had to be shifted in order to get best
agreement with experiment. In addition, the Slater in-
tegrals used in the calculations were scaled down to 70%
of their atomic values in order to mimic covalency effects.

Before discussing the effects of doping on the spectra,
we first analyze the Fe 2p spectrum of LaFe03 presented
at the bottom of Fig. 1. This spectrum exhibits particu-
larly sharp multiplets and can be theoretically simulated
assuming a high-spin t2seg ( A,s) ground state with
10Dq=1.8 eV. A comparison between the calculated
and experimental spectra is given in Fig. 2(a). This com-
parison shows clearly that the ground state of LaFe03 is
mainly 3d . In addition, the Fe 2p spectrum is similar to
equivalent EELS results for a-Fe203 with Fe + in octahe-
dral sites. ' ' It is worth noting that the value of the
crystal-field parameter 10Dq used in the simulation is in
close agreement with the optical value of 1.7 eV obtained
for Fe + in aqueous solution, '9' where the Fe ions are
also in an approximate octahedral coordination of oxygen
ligands.

When one replaces La +
by Sr + in La& Sr„Fe03,the

Fe 2p spectra in Fig. 1 become broader. This broadening
can be loosely attributed to increased covalency in the ini-
tial state; a more detailed discussion is given below. It is
worth noting, however, that up to x=0.5, the overall
shapes of the multiplets hardly change. This fact indi-
cates that at least in the first half of the series the Fe ions
remain essentially in a 3d configuration. Thus, in order
to preserve charge neutrality, the holes induced by dop-
ing in La, „Sr„Fe03up to x =0.5 must necessarily go to
states of primarily oxygen character. We conclude that
the main component of the ground state in

La& Sr„Fe03for x=0.5 is 3d I. (where I. denotes a
ligand hole) and not 3d . This kind of behavior upon
doping is similar to that found in most late-transition-
metal oxides.

We observe that the Fe 2p spectrum of La~ 3Sr0 7Fe03
in Fig. 1 exhibits a distinctive shoulder, marked by a vert-
ical arrow, in the 2p3/2 region. This component grows
even more and dominates the 2@3/p region of the spec-
trum of SrFe03, although the other features in the spec-
tra are not changing appreciably. There are three possi-
ble explanations for the extra peak: (a) the ground state
becomes 3d, (b) the ground state becomes a mixture of
3d L and 3d, or (c) the ground state remains essentially
3d L, but the 3d part contains more than one symmetry.
It is not possible to decide on these alternatives based on
the present data alone. However, we want to make a few
remarks based on additional evidence.

The first possibility is very unlikely, since a change in
the Fe 3d count would give a completely different spec-
trum with appreciable chemical shifts. These effects are
illustrated in the series of calculations performed by de
Groot et al. " as well as by the V 2p spectra of several
vanadium oxides with different oxidation states of V. '

To support this argument, the Fe 2p spectrum of SrFe03
and a typical simulation for Fe +, with 10Dq=1.8 eV,
are compared in Fig. 2(b). It is clear that the disagree-
ment is much too strong to accept a ground state of pri-
marily 3d character. However, we cannot exclude the
possibility that the ground state in SrFe03 is a mixture of
3d L and 3d . The third possibility cannot be excluded
either and will be explored below.

B. 0 1s spectra of La& „Sr„Fe03
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FIG. 2. (a) Comparison between the Fe 2p x-ray absorption
spectrum of LaFe03 (dots) and a simulation calculated assum-
ing a 3d' ground state, with 10Dq = 1.8 eV (solid line). (b) Corn-
parison between the Fe 2p x-ray absorption spectrum of SrFe03
(dots) and a simulation calculated assuming a 3d ground state,
with 10Dq = 1.8 eV (solid line).

The 0 1s x-ray absorption spectra of La& Sr Fe03
for different Sr concentrations are presented in Fig. 3.
The spectra originate from transitions into unoccupied
states with 0 2p character hybridized with metal states.
The structure in the spectra can be qualitatively related
to empty bands of primarily metal weight. Unfortunate-
ly, a quantitative discussion is present1y not possible,
since not even a total DOS is available for these com-
pounds. We note that the analysis neglects the effects of
the 0 1s core hole in the final state as well as electron
correlations among the valence electrons. Although these
effects contribute to the detailed shape of the spectra they
do not significantly influence the interpretation.

Before discussing further the effects of doping in the
series, we analyze first the 0 1s spectrum of LaFe03,
displayed in the bottom part of Fig. 3. The shaded dou-
blet above threshold is attributed to bands of minority Fe
3d states split by the octahedral crystal field into t2 and
e orbitals. This assignment is consistent with the
schematic Fe 3d energy-level diagram of LaFe03 present-
ed in Fig. 4. According to this assignment, the energy
separation between the peaks should directly represent
the crystal-field parameter 10Dq. This results in
10Dq =1.2 eV, which is smaller than the value of 1.8 eV
obtained in the calculation of the Fe 2p spectrum. The
discrepancy is attributed to the influence of electron
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FIG. 3. 0 ls x-ray absorption spectra of La&,Sr„Fe03for
various Sr concentrations. The shaded region in the spectrum
of LaFeO, indicates bands of primarily Fe 3d character. The
vertical arrows signal a growing prepeak induced by the substi-
tution of La'+ by Sr +. The dashed line illustrates how the La
Sd related structure in LaFe03 evolves into Sr 4d bands across
the series.

correlation and hybridization effects in the final state.
Based on the width of the doublet we estimate that the
dispersion of the Fe 3d bands in LaFe03 is approximately
1.2 —1.4 eV. The broad structure centered around 535 eV
is attributed to bands of primarily La 5d character. Fi-
nally, the structure starting at 540 eV is attributed to
bands of higher-energy metal states, like Fe 4sp and La
6sp. These assignments are consistent with previous XAS
and EELS studies of transition-metal compounds
and with preliminary band-structure calculations for
LaTi03 and SrTi03.

Figure 3 shows that substitution of La +
by Sr + in

La& „Sr„Fe03causes two main changes in the spectra.
First, we note the appearance of a clearly separated
prepeak, marked by means of a vertical arrow, that grows
below the absorption threshold of the parent compound
and dominates the spectra for high Sr contents. At the
same time, the Fe 3d doublet, sitting on the high-energy
side of the prepeak, is suppressed and changes until it be-
comes a complex shoulder for x =1. The prepeak can be
attributed to transitions to new states which contain 0 2p
character. In some cases, like Li, Ni, ,O, these
egectiue states are even pinned by the impurity potential
at the dopant site. The character of these states is very
dificult to determine unless one resorts to rather involved
theoretical calculations. ' In general, it would be
premature to conclude directly that these states are pri-
marily made up of 0 2p character without a detailed
model calculation. In fact, we reached this conclusion in-
directly, in the analysis of the Fe 2p spectra, and only for
low Sr contents. Figure 3 shows that the intensity of the
prepeak increases steadily in the series up to SrFe03, see
Fig. 3. This fact seems to support the idea that the Fe
ions remain essentially 3d, even for high Sr concentra-
tions. However, the intensity of the prepeak cannot be
related directly to the amount of holes at the 0 sites.

The second change observed in Fig. 3 concerns the
structure related to La 5d states in LaFe03. This struc-
ture changes its shape and shifts towards higher energies
as one replaces La +

by Sr . This evolution, indicated
by the dashed line in Fig. 3, is attributed to the change
from bands of La 5d to bands of Sr 4d character. This
crossover behavior is characteristic of all La, „Sr„M03
oxides and wi11 be found again in the 0 1s spectra of
La~ Sr Mn03. The assignment is also consistent with
preliminary band-structure calculations for LaTi03 and
SrTi03. There are also some changes in the higher-
energy metal bands at energies above 540 eV; these
changes are less relevant to the topics addressed here and
will therefore not be discussed further.

LaFeO,

10 Dq

FIG. 4. Schematic diagram of the Fe 3d levels in LaFe03 ~

The levels are split by exchange interactions 5,
„

into majority
(spin-up) and minority (spin-down) states. Each state is addi-

tionally split by the octahedral crystal field, 10aq, into t2g

(threefold degenerate) and eg (twofold degenerate) orbitals. The
Fe 3d electrons are in a high-spin configuration, t,'g eg ( A ]g ),
because 6,„&10Dq.

C. Mn 2p spectra of La& „Sr„Mn03

The Mn 2p x-ray absorption spectra of La, Sr Mn03
for various Sr concentrations are shown in Fig. 5. The
spectra present two broad multiplets separated, in a first
approximation, by the spin-orbit splitting of the Mn 2p
core hole. We note that the broadening of the spectral
lines is not an experimental artifact but rather of intrinsic
origin. In particular, the spectrum of LaMn03 in Fig. 5

is considerably less resolved than the Fe 2p spectra of
LaFe03 in Fig. 1. This additional broadening is due to
several contributions. The main contribution to the
broadening is the larger Mn 3d bandwidth in LaMn03 as
estimated below from the 0 1s XAS spectrum. Other
contributions include a more covalent character of the
ground state than in LaFe03 and a larger spread of the
multiplet induced by the lower symmetry around the Mn
ions.

The Mn 2p spectrum of LaMn03 can be theoretically
simulated assuming a tz~e~ ('F~ ) ground state with
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FIG. 5. Mn 2p x-ray absorption spectra of La& „Sr,Mn03
for various Sr concentrations. The vertical arrows show how
the maximum of the 2p3/2 multiplet shifts from 641.8 eV in

LaMn03 to 642.8 eV in Lao &Sro 9Mn03.

10Dq=1.5 eV. A comparison between the calculated
and the experimental spectra is presented in Fig. 6(a).
The agreement is not completely good because the calcu-
lation did not take into account lower symmetry effects.
This comparison shows that the main component of the
ground state in LaMn03 is 3d . In addition, the spec-
trum is similar to the Mn 2p EELS results of Mn203,
with Mn + in a slightly distorted octahedral symmetry. '

(b) Lap ~Srp gMn03 Mn 2p

Figure 5 shows that as one replaces La + by Sr + in
La, „Sr„Mn03,the Mn 2p spectra change shape and
shift towards higher energies. In particular, the max-
imum of the Mn 2@3/2 multiplet in Fig. 5, marked by
vertical arrows, moves from 641.8 eV in LaMn03 to
642.8 eV in Lao &Sr09Mn03. These effects are both
relevant, because they indicate a decrease in the 3d count
at the Mn site. The change of shape is expected due to
the sensitivity of the transition-metal spectra to the sym-
metry of the ground state. " The chemical shift is caused
by changes in the electrostatic energy at the Mn site
driven by the decrease in the 3d count. These shifts were
previously used to study site-specific valence determina-
tion in EELS studies of transition-metal oxides.

The Mn 2p spectrum of Lao, Sro 9Mn03 can be theoret-
ically simulated assuming a t2g ( Azs ) ground state with
10Dq=2. 4 eV. A comparison between the calculated
and experimental spectra is illustrated in Fig. 6(b). In ad-
dition, the spectrum is quite similar to the Mn 2p EELS
results of Mn02, with Mn + in octahedral symmetry. '

All these facts indicate that the holes induced by substi-
tution in the La, „Sr,Mn03 series go to states which
contain an appreciable amount of Mn 3d character. That
would suggest that the ground state for high Sr contents
becomes 3d . However, we show below, by using the 0
1s XAS spectra, that these states contain also consider-
able 0 2p character. We will finally conclude that the
ground state of SrMn03 is a mixture of 3d3 and 3d 1..

D. 0 1s spectra of La& „Sr„Mn03

The 0 1s x-ray absorption spectra of La& „Sr„Mn03
for various Sr concentrations are shown in Fig. 7. The 0
1s spectrum of LaMn03 presents features which are simi-
lar to those discussed in the spectrum of LaFe03. The
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FIG. 6. (a) Comparison between the Mn 2p x-ray absorption
spectrum of LaMnO3 (dots) and a simulation calculated assum-
ing a 3d ground state with 10Dq =1.5 eV (solid line). (b) Com-
parison between the Mn 2p x-ray absorption spectrum of
Lao ISro 9Mn03 (dots) and a simulation calculated assuming a
3d ground state with 10Dq =2.4 eV (solid line).
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FIG. 7. 0 1s x-ray absorption spectra of La& „Sr„MnO,for
various Sr concentrations. The labels in the LaMnO& spectrum
indicate the main character of each structure. The dashed line
illustrates how the La 5d related structure in LaMn03 evolves
into Sr 4d bands with increasing x.
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broad structure centered at 531 eV is attributed to over-
lapping bands of Mn 3d related character; a more de-
tailed account is given below. The dispersion of the Mn
3d bands derived from this structure is 1.8—2.0 eV. This
bandwidth is larger than the Fe 3d bandwidth of LaFe03,
which helps to explain the larger broadening observed in
the Mn 2p spectra. The broad structure centered at 536.5
eV is attributed to bands of La 5d character, while the
structure above 540 eV is due to higher-energy metal
states, like Mn 4sp and La 6sp. These assignments are
consistent with preliminary band-structure calculations
for LaTi03 and SrTi03.

Figure 7 shows that replacement of La +
by Sr + in

La, „Sr,Mn03 causes several changes in the 0 1s spec-
tra. In contrast to La& „SrFe03, no prepeak is ob-
served to emerge below the threshold of the parent com-
pound. However, the spectra show clearly that the inten-
sity of the structure related to bands of Mn 3d character
increases strongly in the series. This fact indicates not
only more unoccupied 0 2p character, but also that this
character is heavily mixed to Mn 3d states. We then con-
clude that the holes induced by substitution in
La, „Sr„Mn03go to states of heavily mixed metal-
ligand character.

Figure 7 also shows that for higher Sr contents a
second band of Mn 3d character appears at 533 eV. The
first structure is assigned to an accidental superposition
of majority e~ and minority t2~ bands, since in this case
the exchange splitting 6,

„

is only slightly larger than the
crystal-field splitting 10Dq. On the other hand, the
second structure at 533 eV is attributed to a band of
minority ee character. These assignments are consistent
with the Mn 3d energy-level for SrMn03 illustrated
schematically in Fig. 8. Taking this diagram into ac-
count, it is clear that the of LaMn03. This Mn 3d band
is hidden in the low-energy tail of the La 5d band for
small x.

SrMnO,

10 Dq

Mn 3d

Another change observed in the spectra of Fig. 7 con-
cerns the evolution of the structure related to La 5d
states in LaMn03 indicated by the dashed line. As in

La& Sr Fe03, this structure changes shape and shifts
towards higher energies when La + is replaced by Sr +.
Accordingly, these effects are also attributed to the cross-
over from bands of La 5d to bands of Sr 4d character. Fi-
nally, the changes observed above 540 eV involve higher-
energy metal states, like Mn 4sp, and are less relevant for
the analysis of ground-state properties. These assign-
ments are consistent with those made for La, „Sr,Fe03
and with preliminary band-structure calculations.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Trends in controlled-valence properties

Based on the analysis of the spectra, we concluded that
the holes induced by substitution in La& Sr„Fe03go to
states of mixed character with primarily 0 2p weight for
low Sr contents. In La, ,Sr, Mn03 the extra holes go to
states of heavily mixed Mn3d-02p character. The
ground state and the 3d symmetry of the end members of
the series are summarized in Table I. These conclusions
are in qualitative agreement with those obtained in x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) studies of similar ma-
terials performed by Bocquet et al.

As expected, the intermediate cases presented here
bridge the opposite behavior upon hole doping of early-
and late-transition-metal oxides. We want to discuss now
the origin of this contrasting behavior. The main ques-
tion is why the 3d" ground state of the parent compound
becomes 3d" ' in one case and 3d "I. in the other. To
this end, it is necessary to compare the Mott-Hubbard
energy U (needed to transfer a 3d electron from one
transition-metal ion to a neighboring one) (Refs. 34 and
35) with the charge-transfer energy 6 (needed to transfer
one electron from the ligand band to the transition-metal
site). These parameters determine the ordering of
the first excited energy levels in the solid, as described by
the Zaanen-Sawatzky-Allen (ZSA) model. ' Table II
summarizes the first ionization and af5nity states of a
solid with a 3d" ground state according to this model.
There are three possibilities depending on the relative
magnitude of U and A.

For low Sr concentrations and neglecting the inAuence
of the impurity potential, the holes induced by substitu-
tion wi11 go to the first ionization states of the solid. '

This fact allows one to rationalize the controlled-valence

t2g

FIG. 8. Schematic diagram of the Mn 3d levels in SrMn03.
The levels are split by exchange interactions 6,

„

into majority
(spin-up) and minority (spin-down) states. Each state is addi-
tionally split by the octahedral crystal field 10Dq into t2g (three-
fold degenerate) and eg (twofold degenerate) orbitals. The Mn
3d electrons are in a high-spin configuration, tzg ( A2g) The
majority eg and minority t,g orbitals are almost degenerate be-
cause, in this case, 6,

„

is only slightly larger than 10Dq.

Compound

LaFe03
SrFe03

LaMn03
SrMn03

Ground state

3d'
3d'L,
3d4

3d'+3d4L

3d symmetry

6 A lg

6AI,
5E

4a„

TABLE I. Summary of the main components of the ground
state and of the main symmetry of the 3d part of the ground
states for the end members of the Lal Sr„Fe03 and
La, „Sr„Mn03series of compounds.
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U&h
U&h
U=h

Ground state

3d"
3d"
3d"

First ionization
state

3d "L
3dn —1

mixed

First affinity
state

3dn+1
3dn+1
3dn+1

TABLE II. First ionization and affinity states of a solid with
a 3d" ground state according to the Zaanen-Sawatzky-Allen
model. The different possibilities are classified according to the
relative value of the Mott-Hubbard U and the charge-transfer
energy L.
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properties of all transition-metal compounds in terms of
the classification scheme provided by the ZSA model.
For U&h these states will be mainly 3d"L, as in the
La, „Sr„Fe03series for low Sr contents. For U & 4 the
states will be mainly 3d" ', as in most early transition-
metal oxides. Fina11y, for U=h the states will be of
heavily mixed character, as in the La& „Sr„Mn03series.
The opposite behavior upon hole doping across the
transition-metal oxide series is the consequence of
differences in the relative magnitude of U and 5 in the
parent compounds.

PHOTON ENERGY (eV)

FIG. 9. Simulations of the Fe 2p x-ray absorption spectra for
various initial state symmetries. The spectra were calculated as-
suming a 3d ground state with 10Dq =1.8 eV. The spectra are
shown in order of increasing initial state energy; the ground-
state symmetry of LaFe03 is A&g. For high Sr contents, the
3d' part of the 3d'L ground state becomes a mixture of different

symmetries.

B. Covalent broadening in the Fe 2p spectra
of La& „Sr„Fe03

Figure 1 shows that replacement of La by Sr in

La& „Sr„Fe03induces a broadening of the spectral
features in the Fe 2p spectra. This extra broadening was
loosely attributed to an increase in the covalent character
of the ground state. A more precise description of this
effect in the case of the Ni 2p XAS spectra of Li„Ni, „0
was recently offered by van Elp et al. Here, we use
similar arguments to explain the extra broadening in the
Fe 2p spectra of the La& „Sr„Fe03series. The main

component of the LaFe03 ground state is high-spin 3d,
which in octahedral field becomes tz eg with total sym-

metry given by the term symbol A& . As La + is
replaced by Sr + the holes go to states of primarily 0 2p
character and the main component of the ground state
become 3d L. The total symmetry of the ground state
I Gs is equal to I 3d X I L, where I 3d is the symmetry of
the 3d part and I z is the symmetry of the ligand hole
part. The total symmetry I Gs is in general unique. How-
ever, we note that I 3d is no longer a pure A& state,
since the presence of the ligand ho1e allows small admix-
tures of other symmetries. In turn, each of these sym-
rnetries gives rise to a different Fe 2p multiplet, as illus-
trated in Fig. 9. Therefore the total spectrum is really a
mixture with several secondary components, and the
overall effect of these smaller components is an increase
in broadening.

C. Origin of the extra peak in the Fe 2p spectra of SrFeO3

Figure 1 shows that the Fe 2p spectra of
La, Sr Fe03 for high Sr concentrations contains an ex-

tra peak marked by vertical arrows. The origin of this
extra peak might be explained following the same argu-
ment outlined in the preceding paragraph. The main
component of the ground state in LaFe03 is 3d with

A
&

symmetry. As La + is replaced by Sr + in

La& Sr„Fe03,the main component of the ground state
becomes 3d L. For small Sr contents, the main symme-

try of the 3d part of the ground must still be A& . Oth-
erwise, the Fe 2p spectra would have shown extensive
changes, which is not observed. For higher Sr contents
small adrnixtures of secondary I 3d symmetries are al-

lowed by the presence of the ligand hole. %e suggest that
in SrFe03 one of the secondary I 3d symmetries might at-
tain enough weight to generate the extra peak observed in
the Fe 2p spectrum. In particular, Fig. 9 shows that the
multiplets generated by some of the first excited terms
contains weight in the region where the extra peak ap-
pears.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we presented high-resolution oxygen 1s
and transition-metal 2p x-ray absorption spectra of
La& „Sr„Fe03and La& „Sr„Mn03.The transition-
metal 2p spectra are compared to atomic-multiplet simu-
lations in order to determine the valency of such ions.
The Fe 2p spectrum of LaFe03 is consistent with a 3d
( A,s) ground state. The Fe 2p spectra of the
La& Sr Fe03 series for low Sr concentrations remain
essentially unchanged, but for higher Sr contents a
second component appears in the spectra. The 0 1s spec-
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tra of La, Sr„Fe03show a strong prepeak growing
below the bottom of the conduction band of LaFe03. %e
conclude that the holes induced by substitution in this
series go to states of mixed Fe 3d —02p character. How-
ever, for low Sr contents these states are primarily made
up of 0 2p weight. The Mn 2p spectra of the
La, Sr Mn03 series present changes which are attri-
buted to a decrease in the Mn 3d count. In this case, the
0 1s spectra also show changes related to more unoccu-
pied 0 2p character mixed in with Mn 3d states. We con-
clude that the holes induced by substitution in this series
go to states of heavily mixed character. The contrasting
behavior upon doping of early- and late-transition-metal
oxides can be rationalized within the framework of the
ZSA model.
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